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ERRATAs: 
Change: "armour save" to "save": 
Page 35 – Special Rules, Feel No Pain. 
Add the following paragraph “If one or more models in a unit have the Feel No Pain special rule then the Mixed Saves method of 
Wound allocation should always be used for allocating Wounds and removing casualties from that unit; Feel No Pain rolls should 
be individually made after each failed save.” 
 
Addition: 
Page 49 – Flying Monstrous Creatures, Swooping. 
Add the following bullet point: 
• Models that physically fit under a Swooping Flying Monstrous Creature can move beneath it. Likewise, a Swooping Flying 
Monstrous Creature can end its move over such models. However, when moving this way, enemy models must still remain 1" 
away from the base of the Swooping Flying Monstrous Creature, and the Swooping Flying Monstrous Creature cannot end its 
move with its base within 1" of other enemy models. 
 
Addition: 
Page 80 – Flyers, Zoom. 
Change the fifth sentence to read “However, as a certain amount of forward thrust is required for the vehicle to stay in the 
air, a Zooming Flyer can never voluntarily move less than 18" in its own Movement phase.” 
 
Addition: 
Page 413 – Reference, Profile, Codex: Orks, Warbiker Nob. 
Change unit type to Bike 
 
Change: (Jump) to (Jetpack): 
Page 413 - Reference, Profile, Codex: Tau Empire, Crisis Shas’vre 
Change unit type to Infantry (Jetpack). 
 
Change: "have the unit type Infantry (Character)." changed to "have (Character) added to their unit type." 
Page 413 - Reference, Profiles 
Add the following Designer’s Note:. 
Designers Note: Wolf Guard, Nobz, Nobz Warbikers, and Crisis Shas’vre that lead a unit (for example an Ork Nob leading Ork 
Boyz, a Wolf Guard leading Grey Hunters) have (Character) added to their unit type. 
 
Addition, Tyranid Prime: 
Page 413 – Reference, Profiles, Codex: Tyranids.. 
Add the following profiles to the Tyranids section: 
Model WS BS STWIA Ld Sv Type 
Trygon Prime 5366646 10 3+ Mc(ch) 
Tyranid Prime 6455354 10 3+ In(ch) 
 
FAQs: 
Change: In version 1.0 FAQ all hits from multiple barrages should be taken at the same time – not any more... 
Q: In a multiple barrage, do you determine all of the hits and all of the Wounds separately for each blast, or do you resolve all of 
blasts in one go? (p34) 
A: Work out the total number of models hit by each template, then proceed to allocate Wounds and remove 
casualties as normal for the models hit by each seperate template. 
 
Change: Looks like GW remembered that it’s called Psychic Scream and not Psychic Shriek: 
Q: Can psychic powers or other effects that cause a Leadership test, for example the Tyranids’ Psychic Scream, affect vehicles or 
units embarked upon transports? (p76 / p78) 
 
Removed: 
Q: Are models free to move underneath Zooming Flyers? (p80) 
A: Yes, though enemy models must finish their move at least 1" away from the Flyer’s base. 
 
Changed: Used to be "The same speed in inches that it moved last turn." which is a bloody mess!, now it’s 36" flat. 
Q: If a Flyer suffers Locked Velocity and was moving at Cruising Speed (18"-36"), what speed is its velocity actually locked at? 
(p81) 
A: 36".  


